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A Message From
Board Member
Dale Martin
I hope this article finds all of you doing
well and looking forward to next year’s
convention. For 2020, the board has made
some changes I think you will enjoy. We are
going to give you more time to interact with
the exhibitors, we are going to improve the
quality of the auction items, and there will
be a number of other changes as well.
We will try to keep the costs down as
much as possible, but as all of you know,
the cost of everything keeps going up each
year, and some of you save all year in order
to be able to attend the convention. The
Westgate has been a great place to have a
convention, and they have been terrific to
work with. All of you tell us that we have
the best food of any convention, and we
will see that it continues.
I want to thank Tammy Scott for putting
the Ladies Luncheon together. She has
done a great job, and when many of you
left the luncheon you said it was the best
ever. If the bottles of champagne you drank
(70) are any indication of the good time
you had, I guess it really was the best ever.
We are the only organization that does
not charge extra for the luncheon, and it
is expensive to put on. It would help us if
someone would come forward to help us
defray the cost, perhaps sponsor the event.
I have had the pleasure of attending a
couple of other dinners and auctions. I went
to Iowa FNAWS, and Craig Nakamoto
and his board put on a great event. It was
without a doubt one of the worst days of the
winter, with ice and snow, and they still had
a good turnout. They have a great auction.
If you are close, don’t miss it next year!
I also attended the NBU dinner and
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auction, with 2,300 people, and presented
them with a GSCO check for $20,000.
They have done a terrific job for the
desert bighorn sheep of Nevada, and we
are pleased to be able to help them with
their programs. I would like to thank my
friend Roger McCosker and his lovely wife
Monique for inviting her sister and a group
of their friends to sit at our table for the
evening. We had a great time together.
As many of you know, we have a
Wounded Veteran Program thanks to the
two members who started it, Greg Johnson
and Rich Rosenberg. It has become one
of the highlights of the Saturday evening
banquet. This year we welcomed back
Warrant Officer Bradley Garfield and
Captain Christopher Migliaro to tell us
about their hunts with Iber Hunting in
Spain. Then we introduced the Marine we
selected for this year’s program, Cpl. Kyle
Thompson. We are still waiting to see if
he draws a sheep tag; if not, we will see
what else he wants to hunt. We have had
a number of outfitters coming forward to
offer hunts for our wounded veterans.
Because of an unusual set of
circumstances, we have already selected
the Wounded Veteran honoree for 2020. Jeff
Falkner, the winner of a Dall sheep hunt in
our Super Slam drawings said he wanted to
donate it to a wounded veteran, and gave
us the name of Marine Captain Nick Kalt.
He is a graduate of the Naval Academy and
has quite a resume, so he will be at the 2020
convention with his wife Katy.
Speaking of the Super Slam drawings,
the program continues to be a great
success. Every organization has a different
way to report what it has contributed to
conservation during the past year. All I
can tell you is how GSCO does it. Bruce
Tatarchuk has put together a formula that
equates all the costs associated with a hunt,
and using that formula on all the people who
crossed our stage at the 2019 convention, it
came to more than 100 million dollars. We
have also made a number of contributions
to other organizations during the past
year. We have continued to support youth
hunting programs, and we intend to make
that even bigger this year.
I got a call from a friend who knows
Montana bighorn sheep as well, if not
better, than anyone in the state. Some of
you might have already heard about this,
but if not, now you will have. I will not
mention any names, but there is a person
who has plans to bring in 300 goats and 500
domestic sheep into the area of the Missouri

L-R: Cpl. Kyle Thompson, Captain Christopher
Migliaro and Warrant Officer Bradley Garfield
at the 2019 Slam Quest Convention.

Breaks. Also is that area probably has the
best herd of bighorns in the lower 48 states.
At present, there is no law to prevent this.
However, anyone who knows anything
about the pathogens carried by domestic
sheep knows they are lethal to wild sheep.
They can wipe out an entire herd of sheep
in just a few days or weeks. Even the sheep
that survive carry the pathogens and the
lambs that are born during the next four
to five years die. If the sheep are in the
same area, it will be only a matter of time
until they will come into contact with each
other. As I said, there is presently no law to
prevent this … but there should be.
By the time you get this issue, the
nominations deadline for a new board
member will be near, and we look forward
to a new person. However, I want you to
know what you have now. I do not speak
for myself, but only the three colleagues
with whom I am associated. All of the
board members I started out with are now
gone, and Mark, Keith and Bruce are truly
something special. They were all successful
in their private lives, all are world class
hunters, and they all have two important
traits you frequently don’t get in the same
person: intelligence and common sense.
I want all of you to know how hard they
have worked to solve all the problems we
have encountered during the past year. We
have set some great goals for GSCO in the
future, and will be asking for your support
to see them accomplished.
Come to the Slam Quest Convention;
support our programs; and enjoy every day
of your life, because it passes in the blink
of an eye.
Semper fi,
Dale Martin
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The GSCO Wounded Veteran Hunt Program was born in early 2014 when member Greg Johnson (WI) called the
GSCO office with an amazing offer. He simply said, “I want to give away my Wyoming bighorn sheep preference
points and my eventual bighorn sheep tag to a deserving wounded veteran.” It was a bit of a process, but GSCO
learned that Wyoming had, in fact, instituted such a practice.
In a subsequent GSCO publication, this program was announced and wounded veterans were given the opportunity
to apply. When member Richard Rosenberg (IL) read the announcement, he also called and said, “Count me in! I
want to do the same.” GSCO’s board appointed an excellent committee to choose the worthy recipients from our
list of applicants. Those committee members are Dan Adler (Air Force), Keith Hite (Army, Vietnam veteran), Dale
Martin (Marines) and Harvey Trueblood (career Navy, Vietnam veteran). Sending wounded veterans on hunts is only
made possible by so many generous donors to GSCO’s Wounded Veteran Hunt Program Fund.
GSCO Wounded Veteran Hunt Program recipients:
2015 – SGM Hugh Foskey, (NC, Army). Hugh took a bighorn sheep and was guided by outfitter Josh Martoglio.
2015 – Jeromye Rogers (VA, Marines). Unfortunately Jeromye passed away before his bighorn tag was drawn.
2016 – SSG Jeremiah Waggoner (CA, Army). Jeremiah took a moose with Leif Olsen and Stone Mountain Safaris.
2017 – Army SGT Marco Solt (MN, Army). Marco took an aoudad sheep with Rowdy McBride Hunting Services.
2017 – SSgt Joshua Michael Krueger (WI, Marines). Josh harvested a Canada moose with Stone Mountain Safaris.
2018 – Captain Christopher Migliaro Jr. (NJ, Army).
2018 – Chief Warrant Officer Five Bradley A. Garfield (TX, Marines).
Both 2018 recipients, along with their wives, Maile Garfield and Kate Migliaro, went to Spain and were hosted
by Antonio Teruel of Iber Hunting. Both men did extensive hunting and were successful harvesting animals.
2019 – Corporal Kyle Thompson (ID, Marines). Stay tuned! GSCO is still planning Kyle’s hunting adventure. Hopefully
this is the year Greg Johnson will draw that coveted Wyoming bighorn sheep tag!

It was nice to once again honor our 2018 wounded veteran recipients at this
year’s GSCO Slam Quest Convention. Captain Christopher Migliaro Jr. spoke
a few words about his hunting adventure. In the above photo, you can see
Chris with his archery taken ibex from the mountains of Spain. Chief Warrant
Officer Five Bradley A. Garfield also spoke about his hunting experience and
is shown with his mouflon sheep. Antonio Teruel of Iber Hunting was so
gracious to host the veterans and their wives. In the photo right, you can see
the vets with their wives dining on delicious Spanish cuisine.
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Corporal Kyle Thompson, United States Marine Corps and his wife Sandra currently reside in Priest River, Idaho.
Kyle joined the Marine Corps as an infantryman but was then selected for the Amphibious Reconnaissance Marine Level
and passed, becoming a 0321 Amphibious Recon Marine. Kyle was deployed with the 1st Platoon Bravo Company, 1st
Marine Division to Iraq during 2007 and then to Afghanistan in 2010.
While deployed in Afghanistan as a Corporal and Team Leader, Kyle was on a mounted patrol in Marjah when his vehicle
was hit with an IED. Kyle was knocked unconscious, suffering a traumatic brain injury. A few months later, Kyle was
leading a mission on foot in the Sangin Valley when he and his point man were attacked in a complex ambush and was
once again injured by an IED.
Kyle has received the following awards and citations for his service: Two Purple Hearts, a Bronze Star with a V for Valor,
Combat Action Ribbon, two Sea Service Deployment Ribbons, Navy Unit commendation, Afghanistan Campaign Medal,
Iraq Campaign Medal, Global War on Terrorism Service Medal, National Defense Service Medal, NATO Medal, Good
Conduct Medal and Navy Gold Wings Parachute Insignia.
Kyle’s eyesight is not great, about 20/70 on a good day, and he has some other issues with his vision such as trauma
induced glaucoma and a cataract with some macular pigmentation. However, Kyle’s injuries do not keep him from doing
the things he loves the most, hunting and fishing, mostly with his wife Sandra. Having grown up in Oregon, Kyle was
able to hunt and fish a great deal. He has taken a few mule deer and elk with both rifle and bow. Recently Kyle was able
to pursue whitetail deer as well. Kyle has never done a guided hunt but has dreamed of doing so for quite some time.
Any upcoming hunt allows him to train both physically and mentally, giving him a goal to set his mind to. The prospect
of sheep hunting has given him the drive that he once had while still in the Marines.

Corporal Kyle Thompson, USMC with a
whitetail he took on a hunt prior to sustaining
his injuries in combat.

L-R: Standing with committee members were Keith Hite (Army,
Vietnam veteran), Dale Martin (Marines), Honorary GSCO life member
Corporal Kyle Thompson, USMC, holding his GSCO life member pin,
and Dan Adler (Air Force). GSCO looks forward to sending Kyle on a
well-deserved big game hunting adventure.
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